Instagram interactions facing a strong
downward trend in Q1 ‘16
The study analyzes 13,000 Instagram profiles in Q1 2016, and
compares findings to the same time period one year before.
Main findings: Continuing drop on image interactions especially for large profiles, videos
performing worse than images, own posts continue to increase moderately.
The social media analytics provider quintly published an Instagram study analyzing 13,000
Instagram profiles for Q1 2016. The analytics company reveals a distinct drop in interactions.
The study shows interactions on image posts dropped on average by 39% in March 2016
compared to March Q1 2015. While the share of videos in timelines increased by 10% points
since 2015, their interactions show lower numbers than images with an even stronger
downwards trend. Differently sized clusters make the findings applicable for every marketer on
Instagram.

While interactions per photo or video are decreasing on Instagram, the image
network does not lose any traction. Numbers continue to be significantly
higher than on Facebook and Twitter. Instagram thus remains an important
platform for any marketer but increasingly crowded timelines make it harder to
achieve high interactions
— comments Alexander Peiniger, CEO and Co-Founder of quintly

To make the study easy to interpret quintly chose the most important metrics, such as number
of own posts, growth rate, interaction rate as well as video and photo post frequency and
discussed the outcomes briefly. By showing the development for Q1 2016 the reader is able to
easily identify the latest trends and make better marketing decisions based on them.

During the last year Instagram has taken a significant step to reserve its seat beside social
media giants Facebook and Twitter. The network seems to get grown-up which can be seen by
easing growth and interaction rates. This study is interesting for every social media manager as
the findings can improve the decision-making by showing the most important developments of
continuing trends from 2015.
The data published can help marketers to optimize their activities on Instagram. For more
information or a free trial please visit: https://www.quintly.com
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